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Many roads, one destination: that alternate state of consciousness associated with magick and

witchcraft. In his book The Gates of Witchcraft, award-winning author Christopher Penczak

looks at twelve different paths or “gateways” of consciousness, twelve different ways of

changing our consciousness to go deeper and get more in touch with the magick within.From

meditation and breath-work to dance and music, sacred space and sacred vestments, to the

Lonely Road of isolation or the Path of Poison of working with herbal allies, The Gates of

Witchcraft presents theory, practices, and exercises for exploring the different paths to power in

the Craft. Learn all the various aids to help you along the path and take heed of their dangers

and shadow-sides. Whether you are an experienced practitioner or a novice finding your way,

you will find something to help you along. Step onto the path and open...  (

The Gates of Witchcraft!

"Popular for its highly visual and easy-to-follow approach, Nolte's The Human Brain helps

demystify the complexities of the gross anatomy of the brain, spinal cord and brainstem. A

clear writing style, interesting examples and visual cues bring this extremely complicated

subject to life…" –Doody’s Review Service--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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you. There is a secret gate within me. There is a secrete gate within us all, deep within our

souls, though few know how to open it. We lack the key. This gate is latched tight, and gives

entry to worlds unimagined by most. It holds powers and blessings we dream of in our books,

but is closed, for access to those powers and worlds are not always a blessing. They come with

responsibility and need awareness. So with some intuitive power, we have barred the door in

an effort to protect ourselves and others until the time is right.When I began my journey in

Witchcraft, I learned there was a secret gate in all of us. My teacher used the term the nierika,



borrowed from the tribe of Huichol Indians in Mexico. Most people only pass through this

gateway during sleep—to dream of otherworlds—or in death, to leave this world entirely. Only

Witches, shamans, sorcerers, and seers know how to open this gate truly, while alive and

conscious. We learn how to use the blessings of this gate, and travel to other worlds beyond

ours, for wisdom and power. We hold the key. The key is a symbol of one of our most beloved

Witchcraft goddesses, Hecate. She is the goddess who opens the way to the Mysteries.The

differences separating magickal practitioners such as Witches, from ordinary people, is that we

actively seek the key, and undergo training to find it. Some of us are naturally talented. Children

all know where the key is. It is only when we grow up we forget how to find both key and gate,

and how to open it. Those who retain child-like awareness retain these skills and often become

the naturally talented Witches. Some learn through their dreams, and remember how to open

the gate when they wake. Some have memories of childhood guide them, or the memories of

past lives where they actively used the gateway in their spiritual journey.Modern Witchcraft

teachings have established various keys to the gate, drawing upon older material and looking

at global cultures for new clues. They are generally divided into eight main techniques, known

as the Eightfold Path, the Eightfold Way, the Eight Ways of Raising Power, or the Eight Ways to

the Center. Alex Sanders, in The Alex Sanders Lectures, called them the Eight Paths of Self-

Realization. Though they number eight, they should not be confused with the eight spokes on

our Wheel of the Year calendar, though correspondences can be made. Nor should they be

confused with the eightfold path of Buddhism. In fact, eight is simply one division of the

techniques. I believe there are at least twelve true keys to the gate, but I’m sure another

perspective could give us more or less.Though the teachings of this book, I hope to take you

on a journey of exploration, to find the keys to open the gates of Witchcraft, so you in turn, can

find your own blessings, power and wisdom and then guide others through their own gate. This

book compiles some material found in a few of my other books, for parts of it are foundational

techniques in the Craft, but it expands, adds and gives a greater context to this material in

terms of opening the gates. This is a book of altering your consciousness, which is at the heart

of magick. If you cannot change yourself, you cannot change the world. Inner change must

precede outer world change. The first thing you can change in any situation is your mind, your

consciousness. While there are a lot of instructions in this book, they are more suggestions

than hard rules. Only you can find the keys that open the gates for you. If you don’t explore with

the material, you lose out on valuable spiritual experiences. If this is your very first book on the

Craft, you probably want to put it down and seek out something more introductory, such as my

Inner Temple of Witchcraft book. The audience for this book is those who have experience in

magick, meditation and ritual, and are seeking different techniques to go deeper.Many of us,

even experienced practitioners, learn all about spells and rituals, but they can often feel empty

and devoid of meaning, for we haven’t learned to access the deep wells of power and wisdom

in our own consciousness. Many of our teachings lack information on the eightfold, or perhaps

twelvefold, paths to power, so we don’t even know to look for the keys, to walk the path of

personal gnosis, personal knowledge. Gnosis, coming from the Greek, refers to not book

knowledge of facts and figures, but personal spiritual revelation that can only occur when one

interfaces with the unseen, walking through the gates of power. Gnosis is the foundation of all

mystery traditions. This book is for those with a basic foundation seeking to go deep within

their spiritual practice, and for experienced practitioners looking for a new perspective on the

arts they already perform. You must come with your own intentions. Only then can you apply

the knowledge here for your betterment.We will learn physical keys to change your

consciousness and open the gates to deeper magick. When you know how to successfully do



that, you have all you need for the mysteries to open before you. You will be able to open any

spiritual doorway and perform any magick you choose.Chapter One: The GatesWhat exactly

are “the gates of Witchcraft?” Quite simply, they are techniques to alter consciousness. By

altering your consciousness, you have a greater perception of what Witches, magicians and

metaphysical practitioners call energy, a subtle and intangible but nevertheless very real force.

This psychic energy is known by many names in different cultures, from prana in India to chi in

China. Witches don’t have just one name for it; the cultures influencing an individual Witch

often determine the name used, such as pnumen, od, sekhem, nwyvre, or baraka. In an

altered state of consciousness, you can use this energy to aid your personal connection to the

forces of the universe. With a greater connection, you can use the psychic energy not only from

your own body, but your environment, the Earth, and the heavens themselves to fuel your

intentions to perform a spell, or to send your awareness into different realms on a journey for

wisdom, insight or power.Humans are generally unaware of energy in day-to-day reality, and

must train themselves to sense it. Even with rudimentary perceptions of energy in daily life,

further techniques are usually needed to use the energy in any meaningful way. By opening the

internal gate of consciousness, you can view a new reality, and if you choose to step through it,

experience the worlds beyond the physical, existing wholly in the psychic realm.The NierikaI

was taught the gate is known as the nierika, the door people pass through in dreams and at

death, unless they are Witches or sorcerers. Those who “know” have the keys that can open

and close the gates at will, and pass whenever they desire. I believe this is the same as the

“door that hath no key” referred to in the work of ceremonial magician and occultist Dion

Fortune, in the poetic invocations found in her novel Moon Magic. It has no physical key.

Magickal technique is the intangible key that opens the door.Open the door, the door that hath

no key,the door of dreams whereby men come to thee.Shepherd of goats, O answer thou me!

Often quoted today in Witchcraft circles as part of an invocation to the Witch’s horned god, who

in many traditions is the guardian of gateways and the opener of the door to the mysteries.

Here she even alludes to its dream nature for most of us, though the magicians and

priestesses of her novels can pass through this door at will. It is the Moon Gate of Ceremonial

Magick. It is the Flaming Door of the faery faith traditions, between the living and the elder race

beneath the land. It is the nierika of the sorcerers of Mexico.If there was a teaching that

specifically located the nierika in the body, I don’t remember receiving it, though I do know I

associate it with a specific part of the body. While many traditions talk about power centers,

energy points, and chakras, I always felt a strange buzzing at the back of my skull when

opening the gate. Traditions around the world see the skull as receptacle for spiritual power.

Skulls are used in necromantic rites to commune with the spirits of the dead. Traditions of head

hunting are found across the world, as to possess one’s head is to possess their power. Sacred

king traditions involve beheading the old king, bodily or in effigy. While we don’t like to think

about such things in the context of our modern spiritual search, the ancestors whose wisdom

we draw up, the tribal people of the world, have had traditions of head—and scalp—hunting.

While we like to paint them with the modern ideal of the “noble savage” it’s important to know

their cultures are foreign to our modern culture, along with their ethics, religion, and aesthetics.

We draw on strands of their wisdom, but often do not see the whole picture. I was trained in a

Celtic-influenced Witchcraft tradition, and one does not have to go far into Celtic history to find

evidence of decapitation and head-hunting. Heads are vessels of power, and I believe they

hold such power because of this gate.Specifically I feel it where the top of the spine and the

back of the skull meet. Here is the reptilian portion of the brain, most primal and survival-

oriented. Known as the brain stem, here we also have access to our power. The keys to the



nierika are very primal. It’s as if they are hard-wired into our biology, buttons for the biological

computer of our body. They are the birthright of every human being, encoded into our DNA and

physical make up. We have simply forgotten them because our culture has changed so much.

When we say that we use only ten percent of our brain’s true capacity, (a controversial

statement that is challenged by many in the scientific community,) I think this gateway

represents the hidden, higher functions of the brain that lie dormant in most people. While

consciously opening the gate is not going to grant you genius levels of brain power, those who

regularly pass through the gate seem to be more creative, healthier, happier, and simply more

engaged with life. Those involved in magick, meditation and shamanism are considered more

inspired, more in touch with the divine source, when compared to other people.A chiropractor

once told me that that point where the spine and skull meet is one of the most important parts

of the skeletal system. Adjusting it all affects the entire spine. Magickal practitioners who get it

adjusted often see a great shifts in their ritual, psychic abilities, vision and magickal powers.

Some esoteric traditions refer to it as the Alta Major chakra, Mouth of God (or Goddess) or

Well of Dreams.BrainwavesThe key to opening the gate within is inducing a shift in brainwaves.

Different brainwave states generate different levels of consciousness. Generally by lowering the

our brainwaves, we induce a state of consciousness more useful for magickal endeavors such

as ritual, meditation and shamanic journey. Higher brainwave patterns also come with their own

benefits, but it can be harder to induce higher brainwave states for longer periods of time. Even

the more vigorous techniques on the eightfold path tend towards repetition and will lower the

brainwaves, even if other body functions are heightened.We all move in and out of altered

states of consciousness throughout the day. To go from any one state of consciousness to

another is natural. There is no great mystery to it. What the keys of Witchcraft do for us is allow

us to pass through these states of consciousness at will, intentionally and fully aware. Most of

the time we pass through them when our mind wanders, when we daydream and when we go

to sleep or are in the process of waking up. To do magick, we must be fully aware in these

altered states, and able to indicate our will, our desire, to make the magick work. Without that

thread of awareness, our experiences become a dream-like jumble, with no cohesion. We train

in the arts of altering consciousness to keep that awareness even under difficult and distracting

circumstances. I learned a good Witch should be able to get into a trance on a crowded

subway. Not that it was a good idea to get into a trance in a crowded subway, but the distraction

of people, movement and noise should not stop you.Beta13-16 HertzNormal Waking

Consciousness, AlertAlpha8-13 HertzMeditative, Relaxed, Day-Dream, Intuition, Accelerated

LearningTheta4-8 HertzDeeper Meditation, Trance, Journey, SleepDelta1-4 HertzDeep Sleep,

Deep Trance, ComaFig. 1: Brain Wave LevelsWhile there are eight (or more) gates, or

techniques, used to achieve an altered state of consciousness in the Witchcraft traditions, they

can generally be divided into two basic types. Some are inhibitory techniques that suppress

and quiet the body and mind to induce an altered state of consciousness. They are the restful,

peaceful, and inward-focused methods. Attention is withdrawn from the outer world, and

focused on the inner world. The physical senses are suppressed in favor of the inner senses to

perceive the unseen.The second type are exhibitory techniques. They excite, stimulate, and

enliven body and mind to induce an altered state of consciousness. They are physical, sensory,

and focus on the outer world or body, yet their result is a profound inner change of

consciousness of ecstasy. Ecstasy is a difficult term. Many think of it as synonymous with

sexual pleasure, but its true meaning is more akin to “free from flesh.” It is an experience that

sets you apart from the normal boundaries of your sense of self and, for most of us, that

includes our body. It can be a sense of separation from the body, or a sense of consciousness



including and expanding beyond the body.Strangely, though they seem diametrically opposed,

both sets of techniques take you to a similar level of consciousness and brainwave activity. I

like to describe the inhibitory techniques as a slow and gradual descent into a meditative state,

while exhibitory techniques are like a slingshot, propelling you around the bend of

consciousness, getting you to that deep place of meditation by a different route.Fig. 2:

Reaching Meditative ConsciousnessThough not explicitly stated as inhibitory or exhibitory, the

Gardnerian Book of Shadows, from the tradition of Witchcraft promoted by Gerald Gardner,

outlines a variety of techniques in a section known as “The Eightfold Way.” Arguably the root

document of the modern Witchcraft movement, what I like to call the Witchcraft Renaissance,

this is a section not often discussed in workshops and books. Even well-trained Gardnerian

initiates I know receive direct experience in only few of the eight ways. There is depth here that

can be explored by modern Witches of all traditions.One of the greatest criticisms of

Gardnerian Wicca and other forms of British Traditional initiatory lineages at the turn of the

century has been emphasis on ceremonial magick techniques, tools, and style, rather than a

nature-based Pagan tradition. The Eightfold Way, whether practiced by Gardner and his

spiritual descendants in depth or not, gives us a view into much more Pagan, physical, and

nature-based practices. Gardner claimed to be initiated into a traditional and hereditary coven

in New Forrest, and took the fragmentary materials of the coven to compose his Book of

Shadows, supplementing it with a variety of sources.Upon reading this book you might think

I’m a Gardnerian Witch. I am not, but I do find inspiration in the seeds he has planted that have

grown in my own spiritual garden. I think its important to look to where we’ve been to know

where we are going, for our ancestors, both blood and spiritual, are part of our foundation. I

claim Gardner as a spiritual ancestor and I, along with all modern Witches, owe him a great

debt for making the Craft so accessible to us today.Some critics note the Eightfold Path bears a

striking similarity in name to The Noble Eightfold Path of Buddhism, perhaps betraying

Gardner’s eastern influences upon his English craft, as he spent much time in the East,

studying its culture and mysticism. But the techniques alone are probably the “witchiest” part of

the Gardnerian Book of Shadows, in terms of old world Pagan magick. Public versions of the

BOS date this section of the Eightfold way to 1953. The eight ways are outlined as

such:Eightfold Path or Ways to the Centre.1.Meditation or Concentration. This in practice

means forming a mental image of what is desired, and forcing yourself to see that it is fulfilled,

with the fierce belief and knowledge that it can and will be fulfilled, and that you will go on

willing till you force it to be fulfilled. Called for short, "Intent"2.Trance, projection of the

Astral.3.Rites, Chants, Spells, Runes, Charms, etc.4.Incense, Drugs, Wine, etc., whatever is

used to release the Spirit.5.The Dance, and kindred practices.6.Blood control (the Cords),

Breath Control, and kindred practices.7.The Scourge.8.The Great Rite.These are all the ways.

You may combine many of them into the one experiment, the more the better.While the BOS

states “these are all the ways” many modern practitioners see the original list of eight as

jumbled. Intention is both listed as the first path and the first “essential” in a later list of Five

Essentials for magick (See Chapter Fourteen). The list has been adapted in various ways since

the days of Gerald Gardner. The particular list that I use is:'&Meditation: Focused Concentration,

including visualization, focus on a fixed point, silent prayer, silent mantra or silent

affirmations.'&Breath: Regulated, patterned breathing.'&Sound: Singing, chanting, audible prayer,

audible ritual, drumming, chimes, and all forms of music.'&Movement: Dance, body postures,

martial arts, aerobic exercise, spinning, shaking, and ritual gestures.'&Isolation: Separation from

human society, often done in silence. Restriction of blood flow using cords and

binding.'&Intoxication: Use of plant substances including alcohol, incense, oils, and



entheogens.'&Sex: Sexual excitation alone, with a partner or with a group.'&Pain: Ritual scourging

(whipping), piercing, branding, and tattooingMore ways can be added to it, such as hypnosis or

modern technological techniques like biofeedback and subliminal patterns in music. The

techniques of hypnosis can fall under pathworking and meditation and while techno-paganism

and techno-shamanism has grown in recent years, electronic techniques can still fall under

sound and music.Upon more reflection and deeper experience, I’ve found that I like to add four

more paths to the system of eight, making twelve in all. The remaining paths not fully

expressed in the Gardnerian material are:'&Land: The place where you do magick has power.

Ancient people knew the power of sacred sites and gathered at these places of power. Such

places induce trance by shape, form and the natural flow of prana, be it a man made temple or

church which were often built upon Pagan sacred sites, ancient temples and structures like

Stonehenge, and even places with little obvious markers that can be located near you. Natural

and crafted sacred geometry gathers energy and shifts brainwaves. Sacred sites are gateways

of consciousness.'&Time: If place is sacred and trance inducing, time is as well. Certain times of

day, month and year, both personally and globally, can be used to enter new states of

consciousness. We have holy days to match our holy places, and our sacred calendars are

built upon the observance of the tides of power through time. For Witches, we celebrate the

flows of life and death with the Sun, the waxing and waning of the Moon and our personal

cycles of life.'&Ritual Clothing: What we wear can be important in our rituals, indicating shifts in

consciousness. Color, material, shape, and make can all influence the wearer. From ritual

robes and jewelry to costumes and masks, how you, and others, perceive you, shifts your

consciousness and gives you access to dormant parts of your own power, or builds links to

those you emulate. Even the lack of any clothing whatsoever, being skyclad as the British

Traditional Wicca groups call it, can induce trance by the virtue that most of us are not nudists

in our daily life. '&Dreams: The path of dreams is a method of altered consciousness we all go

through, even when we are not trained. Dreams are an opportunity for spirit contact, prophecy

or simply working out your “stuff” by showing your conscious self something it doesn’t know,

but knowledge your unconscious self holds. The union of the two through the sharing of

knowledge can create great magick and healing. The door is the “door of dreams.”The

combining of the various paths is the spiraling path to the center of gnosis. As the paths to the

“center” they bring us to the center of our self, of our being or consciousness, and from that

center still point, all radiates outward to create our life and magick. By combining them, we can

experience deeper states of awareness. Like the straight lines of a web reaching to the twelve

directions, the spiraling thread leads us into the center. It must be supported by each spoke of

the web, but holds the web together.PowerPower is a difficult word for many who walk a

spiritual path. Our culture so often equates power as “power over” someone or something,

conjuring ideas of abuse or control, rather than “power with” or even “power from within.” So in

an effort to be “spiritual” we reject power in favor of transcendence and detachment, as the

ways of enlightenment. And for some paths, they are, but Witchcraft is a path of paradox. We

hold the importance of both the material and the immaterial. We believe in both immanence

and transcendence, releasing what doesn’t serve and gathering power. Only when we are in

our power and can partner with the power of our spiritual allies and nature, can we truly

experience enlightenment, and then fulfill our own personal mission, our True Will, here in the

world. We are in the material world not to escape it, but to create and transform, in partnership

with nature.The Eightfold Way is sometimes referred to as the Eight Paths to Power. While they

are truly techniques for achieving a trance state experience gnosis, direct knowledge of spirit,

they are also means of generating power to be contained by the magick circle. Some release



more power, more life energy, prana, than others. That power can be used to cast spells,

fueling the intention with the released energy. Most Witches generate energy for spellcraft. Yet

power is also used to propel us through the gates of consciousness.Simply opening the gates

of consciousness is not enough. We must step through the gate, and sometimes the journey is

hard. The proper implementation of power is essential for deeper states of trance. Many miss

this crucial step in trance journeys because of their preconceived concepts of what meditation

and trance should be, usually based on cultural models that are not oriented to the methods of

Witchcraft. Many of these more passive concepts have become a part of Witchcraft today,

eclipsing the older, more ecstatic forms of trance found in our traditions.I was speaking with a

friend, who based much of his own teachings on a beloved eclectic author of Wicca, and

learned from this author’s teaching to not put power behind your spells and rituals, but to

simply be open and passive when doing meditation or other trance work, letting the information

you need come to you without direction. My friend felt very called to work with the Fey, the

underworld spirits of nature prevalent in Celtic lore known as the faery folk. Yet when he

meditated, he couldn’t connect with them. My friend was simply waiting for otherworldly allies

to contact him when he was receptive. I told him he had to meet the Fey at least halfway. He

needed to ritualize his meditation process, with clearer and focused intention, and possibly

generate and direct enough power to make contact. We discussed the use of dance,

drumming, and plant substances to both open the gate and give him a bit of a push through to

visit with the spirits he sought, and with these more focused techniques for generating power to

“meditate” he was able to have successful contact with the Fey.Power is neither good nor bad.

It simply is. Power can be directed toward any intention you have, be it a spell for some

material event to occur, such as getting a new job, finding a new love, protecting yourself and

healing, or it can be directed to seek the deepest mysteries of spirit and find enlightenment.

From the Witch’s perspective, power is necessary for all of these things.The Shadow of

TranceMagick is not always easy, and magick is not always safe, to paraphrase a magickal

friend who often teaches ecstatic techniques. When you change, you run the risk of lasting

change, of transformation, and inherent in such change is danger. While altering your

consciousness through the course of the day is quite normal, ritualizing the experience with a

specific intent to reach the deep places within your soul is not part of the normal experience for

most of us. It requires risk. Teachers, traditions, and even books are like guides on the path,

and responsible ones point out of the dangers along it. You might still get stuck in the briars on

the path, but at least you will know they are there to catch you. And you’ll have knowledge on

how to release yourself.Each of the twelve paths of trance work has its own shadow to them. In

magick, a shadow is not necessarily bad. In fact, shadow magick is quite good. It is a process

of healing and transformation. Shadows are places where we rarely go. Shadows hide what we

ignore and repress. They are unknown and offer both hidden treasure and danger, because we

can more easily slip and fall on our path if we cannot metaphorically “see” where we are going.

Yet many beautiful powers and insights grow in the dark if we are daring to explore.The original

eight paths, and the expanded twelve outlined previously, each have an extreme, an edge that

skirts the outer darkness. Some are like traps, ultimately best avoided. Others are benign and

represent the extreme end of the spectrum on that path. They can even be helpful. Some fall in

between, giving us blessings, but detrimental if they are used too often. Some simply happen

to us, as part of the process of life, and a wise one can take advantage of the situation for a

greater experience of gnosis and move through the experience.PathShadowMeditationEscapis

mBreathBreathlessnessSoundSilenceMovementExhaustionIsolationFearIntoxicationIllness &

AddictionSexObsessionPainInjuryLandFixednessTimeBetweennessRitual ClothingVanity &



AttachmentDreamsUnconsciousnessWe will explore the shadows of each of the paths in each

chapter, to give you a greater understanding of the paths’ edges, and how to walk them more

safely.GroundingNo matter what gate you enter through to find the center of personal gnosis,

you must learn how to leave the center safely and effectively. To explore any of these gates,

you should have a thorough understanding of and ability with grounding. Grounding is a basic,

yet often overlooked, ability to anchor yourself in your body and your attention in the physical,

consensual reality of day-to-day life. Some shamanic traditions call it Ordinary Consciousness

or First Attention, yet many people go about their ordinary life very ungrounded.You are

ungrounded when you are focused on a meditative state or altered reality. Ungroundedness

can be light, such as a momentary daydream or loss of your train of thought, or profound, in an

extended vision or ritual. Being ungrounded is not a bad thing, when done purposely. We are

purposely ungrounding ourselves to do magick, meditation, and psychic work. If we were fully

grounded, we would not have access to those levels of reality and receive those experiences.

But a good Witch knows how to return from those experiences, and ground the wisdom, power

and healing she receives into physical reality. Otherwise, the experience is not helpful. If you

return from a visionary state, and choose not to ground and integrate the energies, you usually

won’t remember the lessons or message received that were meant to be put into action. If you

accepted healing energies on the journey, they do not unite with your body to affect physical

changes in the long term.Ungrounding can happen when we don’t know how to come back

from such experiences, or we have an excess of energy from the experience, which is

overloading our physical form. In this case, we say we are “grounding” the energy, like a

grounding wire or lightning rod harmless grounds excess and unwanted electricity.Other times,

shock and trauma, physical or emotional, can cause our spiritual energy to loose its tether to

the physical form, causing us to be ungrounded and unable to process our experience in a

healthy way. If you’ve ever experienced the kind of shock where you felt you were looking at it

all from above, as if the events were happening to someone else, then you were out of your

body and not in control of yourself completely. Prolonged periods of such a state invite spiritual

soul sickness.Many people are naturally less grounded than others. Some are naturally more

flighty, distracted, unfocused or otherworldly. This is only bad when these traits prevent you

from focusing on your intentions or manifesting your dreams and goals. There must be a

balance. Some people find the world unpleasant, painful or unspiritual and don’t like to be

present, they prefer being ungrounded, yet are missing out in the experience of being

incarnated in the physical world. If they did not need to learn how to embrace physicality, why

are they here in the world?Learning to ground is a life skill that should be taught to every child

growing up. Energetic education is lacking in our society, but such knowledge is vital to the

survival and success of every person on this planet. Sadly only those involved in esoteric

pursuits learn these basic skills.Here are some basic ideas regarding grounding:Roots: A

simple technique involves imagining your feet are like roots of a great tree and, with your

exhale and intention, your feet and toes grow down deep into the earth as roots and ground

you to the world. You are strong and solid like a tree. As you breathe, you are breathing up the

dense, strong, grounded energy of the land, or the planet itself.Anchor: Similar to the root

technique, imagine dropping an anchor, like a ship dropping anchor, from the base of your

spine, the perineum point between the anus and sex organs, deep into the earth. The chain

from the imagined energetic anchor reaching to your perineum, grounds you. Like a weight, it

prevents you from energetically “floating” away.Earth Grounding: Particularly good after rituals

where a large amount of energy has been raised and excess energy might be flowing through

you, overloading you. Many people like the feeling initially, and feel high with the energy, not



wanting to release the excess, but once they leave the ritual space and return to normal

consciousness, the energy may make them ill, nauseous or delusional. Upon the conclusion of

the ritual, or if guided by someone leading the ritual, direct the excess energy in you down into

the Earth. It can be done by pointing your palms down toward the earth, directing it through the

altar or through natural tools that help you connect to the earth (wands, walking sticks, staffs,

swords), by getting on your hands and knees and pressing the energy down into the earth, or

by getting on your hands and knees and pressing your third eye (brow) or crown down to the

earth, and imagine releasing the excess energy through that point.Stones: While all stones and

crystals are heavy and dense by nature, certain minerals aid overall grounding, keeping your

consciousness more present in the physical world: Generally dark stones, such as smoky

quartz, black tourmaline, onyx, obsidian, jet, hematite, jasper, garnet and tiger’s eye. Salt is

also a grounding and protective mineral.Plants: Not only stones but plant allies can aid in the

grounding process. Carrying root herbs of non-trance inducing plants, such as comfrey,

Solomon’s seal, angelica, burdock, yellow dock or John the Conqueror. If carrying roots as a

charm doesn’t work for you, the modern usage of flower essences—dilute solutions of flowers

soaked in water, preserved in a small amount of alcohol—can be powerful aids. A few drops

are taken as needed. Essences of Potato, Queen Anne’s lace (wild carrot), and Star of

Bethlehem are great. A readily available commercial essence known as Rescue Remedy, a

blend of five flowers used for trauma and shock, is also quite grounding and integrating.Eating:

One of the main reasons many Pagan traditions have feasting after a big celebration is to help

ground the consciousness back in the body. By starting the digestive system, energy moves to

the physical body, helping ground consciousness back into the world. While fasting is a path

into an altered state, breaking that fast is a method out. In particular something with a bit of

salt, or anything with citrus, particularly lemon, is good in bringing consciousness back to the

waking world.With a few grounding techniques to choose from, use the ones that work most

effectively for you. If you have difficulty coming back from a particular experience, try a different

grounding technique. A thorough knowledge of grounding and its importance is a vital aid in

exploring all the gates of Witchcraft.Chapter Two: The Secrets of MeditationI’m a big believer

that meditation is one of the major keys to any form of spiritual development, whether you’re a

Witch, Christian, Buddhist, or a follower of any other spiritual path. While I’m a big fan of ritual,

I think it’s important to learn how to quiet yourself and open your senses to the universe before

doing a lot of other work. Meditation is one of the safest ways to do this, though it’s not always

the easiest. The reward for learning how to do it benefits not only your magickal life, but also

every aspect of your day-to-day existence.The biggest complaint I receive from new students

who don’t want to meditate is that it is difficult. That is true to a certain extent. Like any other

skill, it can be difficult when you first start out. Think of anything you do well now. Did you do it

well on the first try? Probably not. It takes time and patience to develop skill. Some people have

an aptitude for it, like any other skill, and others have to start at square one and feel like they

are struggling.Part of the struggle comes from our definition of what “meditation” is, and our

expectations on how to go about it. Many people who tell me they struggle with meditation

because they have no idea what they are doing. The first thing I ask is, “What technique are

you using?” and they look at me blankly. “Technique? I just sat there and tried to stop thinking

of things. The more I tried, the more I kept thinking about things.” That is not meditation. It’s like

getting into your car and wondering why you can’t will the car forward with just intention. If you

don’t know how to turn the key in the ignition, you will never get anywhere. Intention is

important, but knowledge is also necessary.So first, what is meditation? Many people think it is

simply having no thought, making your mind a blank while sitting in an uncomfortable crossed-



legged position trying to look peaceful. While that can be considered a form of meditation, it

comes with a lot of preconceived ideas about what “no thought” is. Meditation really means to

contemplate something, to focus your attention on it. Meditation is a type of focused

concentration.Many experiences can be a focus for meditation, and give you what we might

call meditative consciousness, opening a gateway within. Various forms of exercise, crafts, and

music can induce a meditative state. In fact, all the other gates in the following lessons lend

themselves to a meditative state, and none of them require absolutely “no thought.” The

concept of no thought comes from a western misperception of eastern meditation

techniques.Meditation Styles from the East and WestJust as the gates can be divided into

inhibitory and exhibitory techniques, meditation can be divided into what we consider eastern

and western techniques. While such divisions are a gross oversimplification, eastern

techniques are the ones that generally seek to clear the mind of thought. The main goal of

such techniques is to differentiate the thinker from the thoughts being generated. We come

from a world where we often believe we are our thoughts. While we have the popular saying, “I

think, therefore I am,” by Rene Descartes, from a mystic’s perspective, it is false. We are a

divine being with the tool of the mind, but we are more than the mind. We are more than our

thoughts, yet our thoughts can shape us. Are we in control of the mind, or is the mind in control

of us? If you focus on something, and have reoccurring thoughts you try to banish, eventually

you start to recognize that “you” are the being that is having the thought, but as you become

more proficient at clearing your mind, you have a level of pure consciousness beyond thought,

that is closer to the true self than your thoughts.Eastern techniques don’t simply tell you to

have no thought, but give you something to focus upon. That focus helps build discipline and

sharpen your mind and concentration. Improved ability to focus and concentrate occurs with a

diligent meditative practice, spilling over into all areas of life, not just meditation. Such

meditation also helps you slow down your reactive thought process. Rather than identify with

thoughts and emotions and react to difficult situations in life, you learn to experience such

thought and emotions and respond from a place of higher, or deeper, consciousness in a way

that is difficult when you identify with your thoughts. When hit with the difficulties of life that

induce anger, fear, sadness, despair, any of the “negative” emotions, you learn to respond to

the reality of the situation, rather than your thoughts and emotional response. The same can be

said with an overabundance of “good” emotions, wanting to trust someone too quickly or

ignoring a problem or pain. You can still be optimistic, but you have a more neutral mind to

perceive things as they are, rather than how you hope they will be, or fear they might.Western

forms of meditation are similar to eastern forms of mediation in terms of the level of

consciousness you reach, and the benefits they give you. They differ in the fact of how they get

you to that level. Rather than giving you the desire to have “no thought” these techniques give

your mind something specific and somewhat creative to focus upon. Western techniques are

more akin to what is now considered hypnosis or self-hypnosis techniques. They use guided

countdowns, visualization techniques, and imagery to focus.Western meditations are

sometimes known as guided meditations when someone else, in person or via a recording, is

suggesting imagery. The prescribed imagery activates the imagination, and the imagination is

a bridge to cross over into other worlds. While I guide meditations, very few people experience

things exactly as I say. The experience opens the gate to real spirit contact, and those

individuals have an experience with the spirits, though many also comment on how they see

things right before I say them. I guide the meditation as I experience it, and describe what I

see, so we are making contact together. There is a natural pause between what I see, and how

I’m able to cue the experience for an individual or group.When done solitary with a pre-



arranged set of correspondences, these meditations are typically called pathworkings. This

name is most likely based upon Qabalistic visualizations. In ceremonial magick, the Tree of

Life, the visual symbol of the Qabalah, is used as magickal device to organize concepts of

rituals, ceremonies, states of consciousness, and the structure of the universe. Each state of

consciousness is depicted as a circle or sphere, known as a sephira, and each sephira is

connected to other sephiroth (plural form of sephira) via pathways. Each path is associated

with a Hebrew letter, Major Arcana tarot card and a variety of other symbols, used to create a

pathworking, an imagery-based meditation to change one level of consciousness into

another.Fig. 3: Tree of LifeSuch pathworking was born out of the more free-form shamanic

traditions of trance and journey. Other paths you will learn about, such as the sound and

rhythm of a drum, would induce visionary trance, creating an unguided visualization or

pathworking. The quieter meditative techniques seek to do the same thing, but under different

conditions.The techniques of eastern and western meditation start to blur together in this

modern age, where we have access to both philosophies. In the end, they are not that different,

as they lead to the same place. Here is a list of potential meditative techniques to try for

yourself, and see what is best for you:Body AwarenessBy focusing on your body and the

sensations moving through your body, you can enter a meditative state. Most of us are grossly

out of touch with our bodies. They hold tension and stress even when we are not aware of it.

We learn to tune out the body. Getting back in touch with it is essential to magickal practice, for

the body is the first temple of our work. Not only being aware of the body, but learning to relax

the body, can be an excellent technique in itself, but also as a preliminary for other techniques.

You must be able to get your body into a comfortable position for meditation if you are to be

successful at it.The two popular positions come from both eastern and western spiritual

traditions. The western traditions use the Egyptian sitting pose, named as such because many

Egyptian statues are carved in this position. You sit in a straight back chair, with feet flat on the

floor and palms resting on your thighs.Fig. 4: Egyptian Sitting PoseThe eastern traditions favor

a cross-legged position on the floor, with wrists resting on knees, palms up. While one foot can

be on the thigh (half lotus pose) or both feet on the thighs (full lotus pose) it is not necessary. A

simple crossed-legged pose is known as “easy pose” in Kundalini Yoga. A variation good for

inner journey meditation is to sit cross-legged and put your elbows on your knees and your

face in your cupped hands, with the palms of the hands blocking out the light to your eyes,

helping you focus on inner world experiences.Fig. 5: Easy PoseBody awareness works well

with the gates of breath, sound, and dance. In fact it can be hard to separate body awareness

from breath-work, showing how easily these paths support each other on the quest for

magickal awareness.Exercise: Relaxing the Entire BodyBody relaxation techniques can begin

at the top of the head down or from the feet up. I’ve found that if you learned one way first, that,

like many things, your first time leaves an imprint upon you and might be difficult to change the

way you do it. I learned to start at the top down and find that most effective for my relaxation

meditations. I reverse it, from the bottom up, for dream magick, and all exercises that don’t

require me to be completely conscious.'&Sit in a comfortable meditation position.'&Bring your

awareness to the top of your head. Feel waves of relaxation flowing from your crown down

throughout your body.'&Relax all the muscles in your head. Relax the scalp. Relax the forehead

and around the eyes. Relax the cheeks and jaw. Relax the neck and throat. Relax the entire

head. Feel waves of relaxation flow through the entire head and neck area.'&Relax your

shoulders and arms. Relax the muscles in your shoulders, down through your upper arm and

past the elbows. Relax your forearm, your wrists, your hands and fingers. Feel waves of

relaxation flow from your head and neck down through your shoulders, arms and out your



fingertips, sweeping away all that does not serve.'&Relax your chest and back as your breathe in

and out. Feel waves of relaxation going down your spine.'&Relax your belly and your waist. Relax

your lower back and buttocks. Feel waves of relaxation moving down your belly and lower back,

sweeping away all tension.'&Relax your legs. Relax your thighs and knees. Relax your calves

ands shins. Feel waves of relaxation sweeping through your legs, down through your ankles,

feet and out your toes, taking away all that does not serve.'&Feel your entire body relax. Breath

normally. Be aware of all sensations in your body. If there is any place of tension or holding,

breathe into that place, imagining the breath sweeping way the tension and exhaling it out.

Relax completely.'&Ground as necessary.If you have difficulty with the slow and steady

progression of relaxation, a quick means of relaxation is to tense the entire body, holding it for

the count of three, and then let go completely, allowing total body relaxation to come over you.

Repeat this holding and relaxing several times until you are entirely relaxed.Silent WordsWhile

song and chant more appropriately fall under the path of music, silent words are a simple

meditative technique. A repeated word or phrase can be used as a focus for meditation. It can

be as simple as one syllable, such as the eastern Om, or Aum, the sound of creation, or a

complicated prayer. Your name, legal or magickal, foreign words, or even religious mantras

from another language specifically designed and recorded for meditation can be used. Eastern

mantras are said to each contain a frequency, and each one induces a specific level of

consciousness. Those who partake in TM, or Transcendental Meditation, receive their own

personal mantra they are not to share with others. Some receive mantras or words of power

while in deep levels of consciousness. You can even simply count your pulse, breath, or ticks of

a clock as a silent focus.Affirmations are simple statements of the reality you wish to create in

meditation. They are usually formed as “I am” statements, rather than as wishes or wants, for

the mind creates the reality it hears. If your phrases is “I want health” your mind will create a

stronger wanting of health, but not actual health. If you simply use “health” as your mantra, or “I

am healthy,” your mind will create the reality of health, rather than the want. What type of

constructive change do you want to create in your life? Base your affirmation, or sets of

affirmations, around those intentions.Exercise: Silent AffirmationChoose an affirmation or

mantra comfortable for you and your beliefs. Though I love eastern mantras, I believe you

shouldn’t repeat anything over and over again unless you thoroughly understand its intention

and meaning. For now, I prefer to stick with English. One of my favorite meditative phrases is

the words “Perfect Love and Perfect Trust.” They are two “keys” of Witchcraft and initiation in

British Traditional Wicca and have highly influenced our modern Witchcraft movement. For this

example, I suggest inhaling and silently thinking “Perfect Love” and exhale silently thinking

“Perfect Trust.”Get into a comfortable meditation position. You can do the body relaxation if you

desire. Inhale and exhale, repeating this phrase “Perfect Love, Perfect Trust.” Let it be your

focus and allow your consciousness to shift. If possible, set a timer to let you know how long

you’ve been focused on your affirmation. If affirmation or mantra meditation is new to you, set a

goal of five minutes. Then try to build up to fifteen, twenty, and then thirty minutes. At first, it

may be difficult. Thoughts might seep in. Simply go back to the affirmation. Use it as your focus

to return to a meditative state. This exercise builds up focus, concentration, and change your

overall consciousness based upon whatever mantra you use. When done, ground as

needed.Starting at a Fixed PointLiterally focusing your attention on a single point brings your

mind to single-minded focus. You can stare at any object in easy view of your meditative

position, but often that object is a focus of power, devotion, or religion. Gazing at the statues of

gods or saints is a way of inducing single-pointed trance. While there is a great theological

difference between the Hindu at the statue of Ganesha and the Catholic at the statue of Mother



Mary, in terms of magickal mechanism, they are using the same technique. Artwork can serve

as a focus. Geometric designs serving a meditative focuses are known as mandalas, or

yantras. Yantras are the visual form of mantras. Though Witchcraft doesn’t have complex

mandalas passed down through the generations as Eastern and Native traditions do, some

primal symbols can serve to focus meditation.Fig. 6: Symbols for MeditationSpiral, Infinity

Loop, Triquetra, Triple Spiral, Earth Cross, Pentacle, HexagramMany modern magickal

practitioners choose a power object form their practice, such as a chalice or crystal ball, or

focus on a candle flame or the shadows it cast. Candle flame meditations are a popular, basic

exercise for budding Witches.Exercise: Candle Meditation'&Light a candle and put it in a place

easy to see before you. For this exercise, I’ve found taper candles easier than votives, jars, or

pillars.'&Get into a comfortable meditative position. You can do the full body relaxation exercise if

you desire.'&Focus your attention on the candle flame. You need not stare in a hard focus,

straining your eyes, but a soft focus, looking at the light around the flame. Use the light of the

flame as your focus, and let it induce your altered state.'&Snuff out the candle when done. In

most forms of Witchcraft, spell candles are not blown out, but extinguished, so it is a good

practice to get into the habit of doing.'&Ground as necessary.Like the silent affirmation

meditation, set a timer and build up your time.If you don’t like focusing on something as

artificial as a candle, and have the space and time to do this work outdoors, you can fix your

gaze on any number of natural objects and phenomenon. Two of the most powerful for inducing

hypnotic trance are the Sun and Moon.In Aradia: Gospel of the Witches by Charles G. Leland,

a trance technique of watching the Noon day sunlight reflect off water, to induce trance and

“conjure” or bless the salt for the sacred meal, is implied.I do conjure thee, salt, lo! here at

noon,Exactly in the middle of a streamI take my place and see the water round,Likewise the

sun, and think of nothing elseWhile here besides the water and the sun:For all my soul is

turned in truth to them;I do indeed desire no other thought,I yearn to learn the very truth of

truths,For I have suffered long with the desireTo know my future or my coming fate,If good or

evil will prevail in it.Water and sun, be gracious unto me!Though I never learned the Sun

reflection as a method of trance, and never realized this passage referred to such a technique

until author Raven Grimassi pointed it out in a lecture he gave on Aradia and Charles G.

Leland, it did remind me of a technique I learned from my teacher, to gaze at the Moon’s

reflection, on a still pond, if available, or in the still water poured in a black cauldron. Such

Moon gazing is usually a preface of psychic work such as divination, or using the water’s

surface as a gateway into the lunar worlds. Both Sun and Moon, as a source of light, can be

very powerful in inducing trance. The candle flame or fire, is much like a substitution for the

more primal sources of heavenly light.The techniques of scrying are based upon this focused

meditative attention. The classic archetype for scrying (also spelled skrying) is gazing at a

crystal ball. Other methods include a black or silver mirror, a pool of inked water, fire, smoke, or

the eyes of another. While most scry with the intention of seeking answers to questions or to

“see” the future, it can be an effective method of trance induction on its own and useful for

simple meditations.While fixed gaze is usually suggested in occult literature, the new discipline

of Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP), the study of language, communication, and alternative

therapy, gives us information on how the eyes and their movement help us process information

when communicating, and can give us clues to how we process information in meditation.

Many yogic techniques have you stare upward, down at your nose, or towards a particular

direction as a part of the technique, triggering themes in the meditative experience.The

standard eye movements mapped out in NLP are, as you are looking at them:Upper Right –

Visually Constructed – Image FantasyMiddle Right – Auditory Constructed – Sounds, Words,



“tape loops,” imagining soundsLower Right – Kinesthetic – feelings, tactile and visceralMiddle –

Visual Constructed/Remembered, Access to all sensory information, but usually visual.Upper

Left – Visual RememberedMiddle Left – Auditory RememberedLower Left – Aid Auditory

Digital – Internal DialogueIt’s important to realize “standard” does not mean “universal,” as this

is usually based on the average right-handed person. Many are unusually cases, and might

have to map out their own personal movements. The exploration of visual eye movement cues

is still considered controversial, yet a basic understanding can help the occultist access

particular kinds of information in meditation, be it memory retrieval or going deeper into inner

visual workings. The eyes do not necessarily have to be fully open to trigger the inner

communication signals of the movement.Though not usually listed as part of the standard

techniques, looking up toward the brow is also a trigger of visual information, stimulating the

third eye energy center and, according to eastern tradition, opening the way for psychic

information, not just memory or image construction.You can experiment with eye positions if

you are having difficulty with the countdown and visualization techniques in the following

sections.Countdown TechniqueThe countdown technique uses a silent count to induce trance.

Usually the count starts at a higher number and goes backwards, diminishing in value. When

the final number is reached, the guide, be it an another person, a recording, or the meditator

acting as their own guide, will suggest that a meditative state has been induced. It is a hypnotic

technique. We are familiar with numbers, so we use them, though any regular pattern or

sequence can be used – colors, letters, shapes. Numbers are simply one of the more

expedient and easy to remember patterns.Though guides and recordings can be used,

particularly to learn, an experienced meditator using the countdown technique must learn to be

their own guide. By training part of the consciousness to act as coach and guide, you gain an

invaluable ally. The part of the mind that likes to distract us with unwanted thoughts, worries, or

humor—keeping us off track from the meditation—is now given a task. The ego voice wants

you to pay attention to it. It wants to be taken seriously. When you give your focus to

meditation, you are downgrading its importance, and it tries to distract you. It equates loss of

attention with death, and it of course doesn’t want to die. It doesn’t want to go from being the

most important voice in you to a level of non-existence. So it distracts you, so it cannot be

destroyed. This comes in the form of an uprising of thoughts, worries, concerns, and distracting

sensations. This is what makes meditation so difficult. You can dismiss this skeptical worrisome

mind, but it can be more effective to make it work for you.If you give it at task, something you

are going to listen to, then it becomes more important, but works for you, rather than against

you. By being your coach, it is responsible for bringing you into a meditative state, guiding you,

keeping you focused and bringing you out again. You are harnessing the power of that voice for

your purposes.Repeat the instructions of the meditation, starting with the countdown, in your

mind. By doing this, you are training the skeptical voice, much like we might train a parrot,

through repetition, to remember a series of instructions. It will repeat these instructions to you

automatically with practice, lulling you into a meditative state and bringing you out again. The

structure of the meditation technique, particularly in this case, the count in and the count out,

works for the skeptical mind, giving it a familiar, repetitive format to use.Countdown techniques

involve using the inner voice, silently counting, and some forms of countdown suggest

visualizations, imagining the number in the mind’s eye, adding visualization skills. It can be

synchronized with breath and preceded by prayer and body relaxation. My own technique,

found in The Inner Temple of Witchcraft, uses all of these. It uses two countdowns. The first,

from twelve to one, is visualized in the mind’s eye, described as an inner screen of the mind.

The twelve count is for the masculine mind, for the twelve solar months of the year. It engages



the more active part of the mind. Then, without any visualization, we silently count down from

thirteen to one, for the thirteen lunar months of the year. It focuses the more intuitive part of the

mind. After both counts, most people are in a meditative state, and able to do magick. To

clearly come out of the meditative state, the steps to go down are repeated backwards,

counting one to thirteen with no visualization, and then one to twelve, without visualization.

Visualization is not necessary to come out of a trance state. The count down and count up help

create an appropriate boundary, a doorway in and out of meditative state, and aids the

grounding process upon return.Exercise: Inner Temple Count Down'&Get into a comfortable

meditative position. You can do the full body relaxation exercise if you desire.'&Close your eyes.

Imagine a clear screen in your mind’s eye, like a movie screen, television, or blackboard. On it,

you can create anything.'&On the screen, drawn the number twelve. Hold your perception of it for

a moment, then let it fade or erase it. Repeat this process with eleven, and continue down,

counting until you reach one and let it fade.'&Tell yourself, “I am now in a meditative state, where

everything I do is for the highest good, harming none.”'&Release the screen of your mind, letting

it fade. Silently count down from thirteen to one.'&Tell yourself, “I am now at my deepest level,

where all things are possible.”'&Relax at this deeper state of consciousness. If you have any

meditative work to do, such as a visualization exercise, spellcraft or meditative journey, do it

now.'&When your experience is complete, count up silently from one to thirteen. Pause a

moment and then count up from one to twelve. Open your eyes.'&Bring both hands several

inches above your head, palms down toward the crown. Sweep both hands down together from

the crown, over the face, chest and then rotate the palms out by the belly and down towards

the ground. This clears the energy field and aids in grounding.'&Ground as necessary.My own

technique is based upon what I learned from my own teacher, Laurie Cabot, and a technique

found in the Cabot Tradition known as the Crystal Countdown. In her classic book Power of the

Witch, she teaches the first countdown from seven to one, visualizing the numbers written in

the seven colors of rainbow, starting with red. The second countdown is from ten to one, with

no visualization. Other popular countdown techniques can be found in traditions such as The

Silva Mind Control Method by Jose Silva and various books and tapes on

hypnotherapy.VisualizationsVisualization is the process of creating an inner reality to focus

upon, rather than focusing upon the outer, physical reality. The energy of consciousness

follows our intention, and directing our consciousness through inner visualization is a powerful

method to direct our energy towards the goals and intentions we desire.While it is generally

called visualization, implying a focus on the visual sense, most “visualization” teachers will

stress the importance of creating a full sensory inner reality. Visualization is simply the easiest

sense to describe in our very visually-oriented society. The best “visualizations” have sound,

smell, touch and taste when appropriate. They are not actively engaging those senses, but

their inner psychic equivalents. You can “see” by imagining something when your eyes are

closed. You can also “hear” with the inner ear, “smell” with an inner nose, “touch” with an inner

hand, and “taste” with an inner tongue.For some, one or more of these senses will be stronger

than the experience of inner vision. Those new to visualization often get hung up on the

“visual” part, which is to be expected. Many successful Witches and magicians have poor

visualization skills. They have little psychic seeing skill, known as clairvoyance, or any of the

other popular psychic senses, such as clairaudience, or psychic hearing. But they are good

with clairsentience, a psychic knowing that is not sense oriented. This skill can grow through

being secure in your intentions when visualizing.When instructed to visualize a tree, even if you

do not clearly “see” the tree with your inner mind, know the tree is there. Be firm in your inner

psychic knowledge, rather than visualization. Many people expect their visualizations to be



crisp, clear and solid. While that is a goal, it does not mean you are prohibited from doing

magick if your visualizations are not that clear. Seeing, in the psychic sense, is not always

seeing, in the visual sense. The term seeing could just as easily be, and perhaps more

accurately be called sensing, but the term “seeing” is popular occult parlance. As you gain in

experience, you will be able to verify psychic phenomenon you did not see, but perceived. As

the years have gone by and I’ve taught many psychic development classes, I’ve learned to

replace the popular “see” with “perceive,” as we each perceive the inner world differently. When

you are urged to visualize something, you are really being urged to perceive it, in whatever

manner is appropriate and successful for you. It doesn’t matter if your visualizations are the

same as others, but that your visualization experiences work for you. Everyone is

unique.Simple visualization exercises start with recreating an object you have studied in the

physical world within your imagination. Any object you used in the fixed point exercises can

serve as an aid. Simply close your eyes and try to recreate that object in your mind. Once you

can hold your perception of it from the angle you were viewing, try to move it in your mind.

Look at it from a new angle – above, below or behind. Can you still hold your perception?Once

you have greater mastery over physical objects you have seen in the world, you can move onto

creating new objects, never seen before. For some this is more difficult, for others its is more

freeing. You don’t have to conform to a predetermined reality, but shape it however you want. It

takes intention and concentration.The next step is to create “scenes” for yourself. If you want to

create something in your life, the technique of creative visualization tells us to imagine yourself

in that setting, as if your desire is already a reality. How would it look? How would it feel?

Engage all your senses and perceptions. Some forms of creative visualization are symbolic. If

you are unhealthy, imagine a golden light entering the place of illness and pain, absorbing it

and removing it, granting you health. Other forms of creative visualization are more literal. If

you are sick, imagine the virus or bacteria being killed off by your white blood cells. Both

techniques work. They just depend on your level of literal knowledge, and what personally

resonates with you.A more advanced technique, yet fairly easy for most people, is to create a

“happy place” for the self. In meditation you can return to this place of healing and rest. It

rejuvenates you and centers you. Even in the midst of the chaos of your life, without a vacation

or day off in sight, you can still retreat to a sacred space through a short meditation. The happy

place can be a place in nature, a place you have visited before, or a brand new, uniquely

created place you have devised. Our own creativity is the only limit we have when creating

these psychic places. In my Witchcraft teachings, we call this place the personal Inner Temple.

Other traditions call it the Soul Shrine, Inner Keep, or Interior Castle. It doesn’t matter what you

call it, as long as you go to it regularly and use it to center, heal, and find peace.Exercise:

Visiting the Inner Temple'&Perform the first half of the Inner Temple Count Down meditation,

getting into a meditative state.'&Imagine a tree on the screen of your mind. This is the largest

tree you have ever seen, what shamans call the World Tree. Its branches reach to the heavens,

to the stars. Its roots reach deep into the Earth, to the realms below. The trunk is in the world of

space and time.'&Step through the screen of your mind as if it were a veil or screen, or open it

like a window or door and step through.'&Stand before the great tree and touch the bark. Feel the

bark. Hear the wind through the branches. Feel the wind. Smell the good earth turned up by

the big roots.'&Look around the giant roots for a cavern, an opening that leads to the otherworld

within. There may be many openings, but only one feels “right” to you, to your inner sacred

space, your Inner Temple.'&Enter that opening and follow the tunnel down into the darkness. The

tunnel winds and spins, but at the end, you see a light. Enter the light and come into your Inner

Temple.'&Look around at your inner sacred space. What do you perceive? This place reflects



your inner self. Explore and learn about it, and in so doing learn about yourself.'&Rest, relax, and

rejuvenate in this place. You might find doorways leading to other realms, pools of healing

water or libraries filled with mysteries. Each Inner Temple is unique and different.

The Inner Temple of Witchcraft: Magick, Meditation and Psychic Development (Penczak

Temple Book 1), The Temple of High Witchcraft: Ceremonies, Spheres and The Witches'

Qabalah (Penczak Temple Book 4), The Witch's Shield: Protection Magick and Psychic Self-

Defense, Spirit Allies: Meet Your Team from the Other Side, The Outer Temple of Witchcraft:

Circles, Spells and Rituals (Penczak Temple Book 2), The Plant Spirit Familiar, Foundations of

the Temple: A Witchcraft Tradition of Love, Will & Wisdom, Instant Magick: Ancient Wisdom,

Modern Spellcraft, The Witch's Coin: Prosperity and Money Magick, Ascension Magick: Ritual,

Myth & Healing for the New Aeon, The Casting of Spells: Creating a Magickal Life Through the

Words of True Will, The Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft: Shadows, Spirits and the Healing

Journey (Penczak Temple Book 3), Feast of the Morrighan, City Magick: Spells, Rituals, and

Symbols for the Urban Witch

Ebook Tops Reader, “Every little bit of magick!. This book is, perhaps, a compendium of

magickal information and exercises to show you all of the ways many aspects of our everyday

lives can be turned into a magickal working. Meditating, breathing, dancing, music - just the

exercises in these chapters alone will bring you great experiences. You will learn a little bit of

everything about all of the paths you can walk to bring magick into your life. Perhaps you are

really great at two of them (for me, meditation is one of my best) and several of them you have

little or no experience - start with what you feel comfortable with, and experiment with more.

Find more paths your life can be made magickal and watch all of the things start to change!I

love all of Chris's books I've read. I've been a lazy student, but he has been one of the best

teachers. I almost lost faith that magick was real and not some fluff and herbs with woo-woo

prayers until I read his books and I found the energy, intention, will, and mind set for magick

that is changing my life every day now. And this book can show you that magick-making power

in everything you do!”

Nicola Martina, “Must-Have for Any Pagan's Bookshelf!. This book on different ways to induce

trance states in Pagan practice is very thorough. In classic Penczak fashion, he has chapters

devoted to specific categories of how to induce trance, and within each chapter are different

techniques and practices. At some points, I wish he had gone into greater detail, but overall he

delivers an incredible resource of tools. He also doesn't shy away from including the more

commonly frowned-upon practices such as pain-induced trance, while also giving his opinion

that he doesn't recommend that practice.I'm blown away by this man's depth of knowledge and

ability to convey it in a way that is very accessible to a wide range of students.I so admire this

author and wish we could be friends in real life.”

Kristina, “Very detailed, step-by-step intro to theory & practice. I bought this book after hearing

the author on the Keep It Magic with Jacki Smith and Storm Cestavani podcast. I am glad I

did--it is an amazing, thorough guide to raising magical power!”
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VALERIE MANCINI, “for the seasoned witch. views the different methods of altered

consciousnesses, this book is for a seasoned wiccan who is aware of the different mechanisms

for obtaining a altared and spiritually induced state to commune with spiritmore for a seasoned

probationer”

Tina M. White, “Fabulous. Who doesn't love Christopher Penzcak's writings? He is amazing...

This is another excellent book! It takes an indepth look at the tweleve different "gateways" of

trance and gnosis, showing you the benefit and the shadow-side to each one...aiding in

changing our consciousness to go deeper and getting more in touch with the magick within all

of us.I would recommend this book to any experienced practitioner.”

Sezza, “Great read. like all Chris books they are well worth the read. i say it is a must have for

those looking for a deeper take on witchcraft”

Crash8876, “Another great book by Christopher Penczak. The caliber of this author's work is

truly amazing. I have read several of his books, and I am always impressed by his knowledge

and ability to convey knowledge.”

Natalia McGinness, “Five Stars. The book is a treasure in itself as the rest of author's books.”

The book by Christopher Penczak has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 39 people have provided

feedback.
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